ABSTRACT

Linker command files play an important role in embedded programs as they specify where code and data sections are allocated into target memory. Without this file, the linker does not know the target memory configuration and how to properly allocate the sections. For C2000™ real-time controllers, you have to understand the device memory by reviewing the device-specific data sheet and technical reference manual. Example C2000 linker command files are available in C2000Ware SDK but for any given application, you might have to modify the template linker command files available in the C2000Ware SDK to fit your application needs. This requires you to learn the syntax and options available when writing a linker command file. The C2000 Linker CMD Tool simplifies the task of creating application-specific linker command files by providing an intuitive GUI and automatic code generation.
Introduction

The linker command file is used during the link stage of the application build where the linker combines object files and allocates sections into the target system’s configured memory. The linker command file is an ASCII file that uses two linker directives, MEMORY and SECTIONS, to allocate sections into specific areas of memory. The MEMORY directive defines target memory configuration. The SECTIONS directive controls how sections are built and allocated. In addition, the linker command file can also include input filenames and linker options.

The Linker Command File Primer page covers the basics of linker command files, focusing on the MEMORY and SECTIONS directives.

Creating a new linker command file from scratch or even editing an existing linker command file template can be difficult for new users. Users must understand the structure of linker command files along with their specific device’s memory structure.

The C2000 Linker CMD Tool significantly simplifies the task of creating new or editing existing linker command files by providing the following features:

- Intuitive GUI-based that showcases all available customization options
- Error checking to help you to avoid making mistakes
- Auto-generate CMD files
- Automatic Code Composer Studio™ project property modification
- Auto-generate additional C source and header files for initializing memory sections
- Showcasing the available memories for the selected device family

Utilizing the C2000 Linker CMD tool can speed up the software development for new and advanced users.

2 C2000 Linker Command Tool – GUI Configurations

The C2000 Linker Command Tool is a SysConfig-based product that is seamlessly integrated in C2000 System Configuration Tool.

For more information on the C2000 System Configuration Tool visit:

Video Series:

- 7.1 C2000™ SysConfig: Overview
- 7.2 C2000™ SysConfig: Getting Started
- 7.3 C2000™ SysConfig: PinMux
- 7.4 C2000™ SysConfig: Board Support
- 7.5 C2000™ SysConfig: Example Walkthrough
- 7.6 C2000™ SysConfig: Migrate C2000 Devices in under 10 minutes

Benefits of C2000 SysConfig:

- Speed Up Development With C2000™ Real-Time MCUs Using SysConfig

Application report - step by step guide for using C2000 SysConfig:

- C2000 SysConfig

SW getting started Guide:


In order for developers to use the C2000 Linker CMD Tool, they must launch the C2000 SysConfig tool for their given device and package. C2000 SysConfig walks you through the steps needed to launch the C2000 SysConfig tool both in the context of a Code Composer Studio project as well as the SysConfig standalone tool.
The C2000 Linker Command Tool is shown in Figure 2-1.

1. The linker CMD module
2. The global settings effecting all CMD module instances added to the design
3. The instances of the CMD module in the design

Once a CMD module is added, additional files are generated by the tool.

Figure 2-1. Linker CMD Tool - GUI Overview

Figure 2-2. Linker CMD Tool - Generated Files
Note that you can add more than one CMD module. All the different instances of the CMD module can be saved within the `syscfg` file. You can decide which one of the CMD modules is active by selecting it in the **Global Parameters**.

![Figure 2-3. Linker CMD Tool - Global Parameters](image)

Each instance of the CMD module has the following entries:

![Figure 2-4. Linker CMD Tool - CMD Instance Configurations](image)
• Default Configuration: Configure the instance to the default settings provided for this device
• Memory: Grouped by the memory type, combine the memory blocks to create larger memory groups
• Section: Assign device memory to their purpose
• CRC/Checksum Generation: Generate CRC/checksum for the entire flash

2.1 Memory Combination

You can combine different memory blocks of the same type and name the new memory block, as shown in Figure 2-5.

Figure 2-5. Linker CMD Tool - Memory Combination

The tool does not allow the combination of device memories that are not continuous.
2.2 Memory Sections

The sections are divided into groups depending on whether they belong to C28x, CLA or are a custom “User Defined” sections.

![Figure 2-6. Linker CMD Tool - Memory Sections](image)

The sections are each assigned a memory block. The options available are both the device memory blocks and the combined memory blocks.

![Figure 2-7. Linker CMD Tool - Load Memory](image)

If a device has an additional CLA core, the CLA sections are present for you to configure. User defined sections can be added and named as needed to meet the application needs.
2.3 CLA Sections

The Linker CMD tool also has support for the CLA sections on a device with CLA support.

![Figure 2-8. Linker CMD Tool - User Defined Section](image)

![Figure 2-9. Linker CMD Tool - CLA Sections](image)
3 C2000 Linker Command Tool – Code Generation

The linker CMD tool generates a series of files:

- **device_cmd.cmd**: This is the main file that contains the linker command file entries based on the selected options in the GUI.
- **device_cmd.c**: This file contains the initialization code for specific memory sections that are required to run from a different address than the one they were loaded from.
- **device_cmd.h**: The header source file that goes hand-in-hand with the device_cmd.c file.
- **device_cmd.opt**: In the context of a Code Composer Studio project, the entries in the OPT file are the compiler options needed by the CMD tool. These options are automatically appended to the project.
- **device_cmd.cmd.genlibs**: In the context of a Code Composer Studio project, the entries in the GENLIBs file are the linker options needed by the CMD tool. These options are automatically appended to the project, given that the linker references this file in the project properties.

3.1 **device_cmd.cmd File**

The device_cmd.cmd file contain the linker cmd entries.

---

![Figure 3-1. Generated Files - CMD File](image-url)
The entries in the Memory part of the .cmd file includes the memory combination blocks. The size and origin of the memory combinations are present in the file.

The entries in the Sections part of the .cmd file only show up when that specific section has a valid “Load Memory” entry selected.

```
 82 82 SECTIONS
83 83 {
84 84  //
85 85  // C28x Sections
86 86  //
87 87  .reset  : > RESET, TYPE = DSECT /* not used, */
88 88  codestart  : > 0x000000
90+  //
91+  // User Sections
92+  //
93+  userSection0 { *(customUserSection0) } > RAMLS0
94+  
90 95 }
92 97 #endif
93 98
94 99 /*
95 100 //=------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------=
96 161 // End of file.
97 162 //=------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------=
98 163 */
```

Figure 3-2. Generated Files - CMD File Sections

3.2 Supporting Files

The additional device_cmd.c, device_cmd.h, device_cmd.opt and device_cmd.cmd.genlibs are supporting files generated by the tool.

The code generation includes a LIVE DIFF tool which showcases how the changes in the GUI cause changed in the generated code.

If you decide that a section must be loaded and run from a different address, then the generated format of the entries in the linker cmd file automatically change.

```
//
// C8x Sections
//
.resume  : > RESET, TYPE = DSECT /* not used, */
//codestart  : > 0x000000
```

Figure 3-3. Generated Files - CMD File Diff

Once the Place copy table in BINIT section is deactivated, the .c and .h files are also updated and the initialization code needed is automatically generated.
You need to call the `CMD_init` function in your application code to initialize such sections. The device.c for C2000 devices includes a `Device_init` function that can call this function, if needed.

```c
#include "device_cmd.h"

void Device_init(void)
{
    #ifdef CMDTOOL
    CMD_init();
    #endif
}
```

Figure 3-4. Generated Files - Copy Table

Figure 3-5. Generated Files - C File

device_cmd.opt and device_cmd.cmd.genlibs automatically setup the Code Composer Studio project properties.

The OPT file creates a predefined symbol for CMDTOOL and the active CMD module instance name.
These predefined symbols are used in application C code: `device.c` and `device.h` files.

The `device_cmd.cmd.genlibs` file follows a similar path.
Migration Across Device Families

Those who take advantage of the C2000 SysConfig tool can utilize the SWITCH button to migrate their design from one device family to another.

Figure 4-1. Device Migration - SWITCH

Once the migration is completed, all of the modified files generated by the SysConfig tool are identified.
Each file also identifies the changes in the generated code.
The file diffs indicate all changes that has occurred as a result of the migration.

5 Summary

The C2000 Linker CMD Tool is an intuitive graphical user interface tool which configures the device memory for a given application. This tool can significantly simplify the software development users by providing error checking, automatic project setup, automatic code generation, and device family migration support.
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